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Ajna Lense

For your third eye area
Ajna Lense is designed to ease strain and pressure. Many people experience
discomfort in this area of their forehead after doing intuitive work or being
near a crowd of people.
Ajna Lense is composed of 9 ethereal gems whose spiritual energies are
organized by your Higher Self .
Pre-requisite of Reiki or Seichim Master Teacher level training for Ajna Lense.
Activate your Ajna Lense after you have received your attunement simply by
stating “Ajna Lense Activate!” or “Ajna Lense On!”
You may then strengthen the effect of the gems‟ energies by stating the name
of each one. If you are sensitive to subtle energies you may also feel the
nuances of warmth or sensation each different gem‟s spiritual energy.
I prefer to say the names of the gems in the following order; you may feel
drawn to say them in another order:
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Ruby, Citrine, Amethyst, Yellow Topaz, Watermelon Tourmaline, Selenite,
Blue Topaz, Moldavite and then the center, Diamond.
The visual example of what the Ajna Lense looks like to me is as touching the
sequence of commands on a star-gate activation pad.
Ajna Lense will be uniquely composed for each person. This is true even if you
use the exact same gems, in the same order as I do. Your Higher Self and
Source knows what is needed and in your highest joyful good for your third eye
chakra area.
Additional benefits of the Ajna Lense will be just as individualized as the
person for whom it is active. Some people will indeed experience heightened
intuition and perceptivity of spiritual awareness.
It is important to remember that the distinctive synergy of these gems bring
benefits that would not be known by using them without the Ajna Lense
energy system.
There is much written about the benefits of various gems, crystals and stones.
If you‟ve studied gem and crystal properties you may already know that there
are many different benefits to be received from each gem.
Here are some example pictures that will assist you to focus on each gem.
Ruby
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Citrine

Amethyst
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Yellow Topaz

Watermelon Tourmaline
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Blue Topaz

Selenite

Moldavite
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Diamond
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There are a few other gems and crystals that wish to be included in the Ajna
Lense energy system. When you received your attunement to Ajna system you
were empowered with the ability to activate the ethereal, spiritual energies of
these also. You may want to substitute any of these in your Ajna lense in any
place your inner guidance directs. I will suggest the most likely replacements.
Herkimer Diamond for middle of lense:

Rainbow Quartz for middle of lense:

Emerald for middle of lense:
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Rutilated Quartz for middle of lense:

Fire Opal for middle of lense:

Peridot instead of Moldavite:
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Blue Sapphire instead of Blue Topaz

Danburite instead of Selenite
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You may activate Ajna lense for a person, but you do not channel or „run‟ the
energies for them. You intentionally activate the Ajna Lense and their Higher
Self and Source will determine how it is works for them.
You may only attune others who are already Reiki or Seichim Master Teachers
to Ajna Lense. This will confer upon them three abilities: The ability to activate
Ajna Lense for their personal use, the ability to activate the Ajna Lense for
others (even people who are not Reiki or Seichim Masters), and the ability to
pass Ajna Lense attunements on to other Reiki or Seichim Master Teachers.
Use the most sacred attunement method of your choice, sending out first the
attunement to the original Ajna Lense:

Stream the technology of the Ajna Lense, with its associated protections and
automatic synergy of the gems and the person‟s Higher Self and Source to:
Ruby, Citrine, Amethyst, Yellow Topaz, Watermelon Tourmaline, Blue Topaz,
Selenite, Moldavite, Diamond, Herkimer Diamond, Rainbow Quartz, Emerald,
Rutilated Quartz, Fire Opal, Peridot, Blue Sapphire and Danburite, sealing the
attunement thereafter.
Ajna Lense is for personal enrichment and entertainment purposes only and is
not meant to diagnose or treat any disease or illness. If you are not well, please
seek the immediate attention of the properly licensed professional.
Please keep this manual fully intact and pass it along to every student you provide an Ajna
Lense attunement to. You may send this attunement freely to others or charge fairly for your
time for preparation and attunement sending.
Thank you for your dedication to Eternal Sacred Source.
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